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I have been fighting
addiction for three and a
half years now and have
managed to stay clean
for the least three years
and three months. I’ve
achieved this by
practicing the twelve
steps of Cocaine
Anonymous. Before that
I had lost the power to

choose whether I took
drugs and the power to
stop using once I had
started. My life was one
miserable cycle of using,
grabbing a few hours
sleep, getting up and using
again. The only rest I got
was when my money ran
out or I was too exhausted
to carry on. And even then

We’re Here
and
We’re Free

I’d drink heavily until I could afford
to buy more coke. I’m not going to
tell you how I stopped, except to say
Continued on Page 2
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I went to meeting of Cocaine
Anonymous, listened very carefully
to what was being said, asked
someone to show me how to work
their Twelve Step Programme, and
then worked hard at it.

Life isn't about finding yourself, it’s
about creating yourself. Take action
every day to do this, and if you don't
really know where you are going,
follow your heart and have faith that
you are on the right path.

I decided to work as hard at getting
recovery as I did at getting high, I
dedicated time and energy to it and it
worked. So if you genuinely want to
get clean and sober, all you have to
do is find Cocaine Anonymous and
start working the programme. It may
take some time but it won’t cost you a
single penny.

Life does not get better by chance, it
gets better by change. Sometimes good
things fall apart so better things can be
created.

What I want to do is share some of
the wisdom that I received along the
way. Wisdom that helped change my
mindset from that of a hopeless
addict to that of someone who took
control of their life. Here’s what I
have picked up:

Always remember the A, B, C, D and
E of life. A is for Action! B is for Belief!
C is for Confidence! D is for
Discipline! And E is for enthusiasm! It
is faith in something and enthusiasm
for something that makes life worth
living.

Everything will be alright as long as
you want it to be, and the more you
want it to be the more alright it gets.

The best way to pick yourself up is to
try to pick someone else up, remember
none are so old as those who have
outlived the enthusiasm to be of help
to others.

Being loved by someone gives us
strength while loving someone gives
us courage. If you judge someone
you have less time to love them. Love
all, trust some and do wrong to none.

Use what talents you have and let go
of your doubts. The forest would be
very quiet if the only birds that sang
were those that sang best.

Nobody grows old merely by living a
number of years. Years may wrinkle

Continued on Page 4
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Perception v Reality
Perception
Cocaine makes us girls Prettier, Wittier
and Tittier
That well know furniture store’s sale
MUST end this Friday
Cocaine makes us blokes Hunkier,
Funkier and Spunkier
Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from
Mars.
My coke life was an endless round of
glamorous “Hollywood” nights out
snorting top class gear through a £50
note
Top breeders recommend that brand of
pet food
Delicious, nutricious burgers
Cocaine makes me the life and soul of
the party
Money is really important
Coppers are getting younger
I’m having a really great time on drugs

Reality
Your skin goes pasty, your gums tend to
bleed, you’re too paranoid to make eye
contact, and if you do lose weight, it’s not
in a healthy way
Before their next one starts next Monday
You’re a sweaty, uncoordinated, selfobsessive idiot, and your friends try to
avoid you.
One Dave, two Micks and a Trevor
You sat on your own in the khazi of some
dodgy pub for hours on end sticking bog
cleaner with a tiny bit of coke in it up
your nose
They get paid to say so
Eyeholes, Earholes and so forth of horses,
dogs and cows with TB
You instantly become a tedious bore,
taking shit very loudly at people
If you want to know God’s opinion of
money, just look at who He gave it to
You’re getting older
No you’re not
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(Continued from Page 2

CANCER
the skin but losing your
enthusiasm wrinkles the
soul. The secret is to carry
the spirit of the child into
your adult life, which
means never losing your
enthusiasm!
Life is short so live it.
Love is rare so grab it.
Anger is bad so let it go.
Our fears are rarely as
bad as we think they will
be, so face them. This
may feel difficult, but
when we say: "It's
difficult" aren’t we really
saying: “I don’t feel
confident enough to fight
for it.” It’s hard to strive
for something you think
might never happen, but
challenges make life
interesting and
overcoming them makes
life meaningful. So forget
all the reasons why
something won't work
and focus on the reasons
why something will
work.

One of the main reasons
that we lose our
enthusiasm in life is
because we become
ungrateful. What was
once a miracle becomes
common to us, and it
seems routine.
Protect your enthusiasm
from the negativity and
fear of others.
Never decide to do
nothing just because
you can only do a little.
Do what you can. You
would be surprised at
what "little" acts have
done for our world.

Addiction was going to
kill me as certainly as if I
had Cancer. In fact more
so because most Cancers
are treatable and
survivable these days.
The cure for addiction
was to face my fears, live
honestly and understand
my emotions, That’s it.
So if someone came up to
you and said: “We can
cure your cancer if you
face your fears, do some
soul searching and live
honestly” you’d take it.
We all would. So what
are you waiting for ?
Grab the gift of life from
Cocaine Anonymous ....
do it today.

If you have any comments or questions related to this publication
please email: hi@cauk.org.uk
N
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The Big Book
Look in the Big Book
Truth I see

Just a Joke
A guy tripping on acid
walks into his Dentist’s and
sits in the chair.
“What can I do for you
today?” asks the Dentist.

It explains me
Talks about the malady
And describes only
A spiritual experience
Can save me
A design for living
In rough going

“I think I’m a moth” comes
the reply
“In that case, you probably
need to see a psychiatrist,
not a Dentist” – says the
Dentist
“I know.” says the addict.

Daily application

“So why did you come in
here then?” asks the Dentist

Learning growing
progressing

To which the addict replies:

Step one
Have I felt and accepted
Self has to be neglected
And not indulged
Self is the sacrifice
Second chance at life
Happy joyous and free
And it all has to begin
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“Because the light was on”

Change
The Programme of
Recovery is all about
change. If we don’t
make changes, nothing
will change for us.
Anyone suffering from
addiction who doesn’t
want to change should
ask themselves honestly,
“What’s so great about
my life that I want to
remain an addict?” If
the answer is “Nothing”
then they have nothing
to lose – apart from their
addiction.
Change feels scary for
some people, but to the
addict who has lost all
perspective, and whose
drug life is the only life
they know, it can feel
impossible. But it isn’t.
In fact, change is the
only thing we can
guarantee. So as your
life is changing all the
time anyway, isn’t it
best to make the
changes you want,
rather than have
changes imposed upon
you?

Inside of me

‘Write Lines’ is published by members of Cocaine Anonymous
as a means of practicing our Twelfth Step.
It is not our intention to endorse any individual member’s opinion or offend anyone.
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Wordsearch
Find the following
words hidden in
the grid:

A Complete
Admission Of
Powerlessness Is
The First Step In
Liberation From
Addiction.
Sobriety
Depends Upon
Humility

If you would like to
contribute an article please
post to:

CAUK H&I,
PO Box 6258,
Bournemouth, BH1 9DR
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